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Abstract: 

The hippocampus plays a pivotal role in processing declarative memory and in humans, is 
required for encoding the what, whom, where, and when information that comprises episodic 
memories. The canonical model of circuit function has focused on the trisynaptic pathway, in 
which mnemonic information is processed from the entorhinal cortex (EC) through the dentate 
gyrus (DG) onto CA3, finally reaching CA1, which is the output of the hippocampal complex. As 
a result, CA2, a small zone between CA1 and CA3, has been largely neglected in the hippocampal 
network. With the development of genetic and physiological approaches, CA2 has finally come in 
from the cold. A primary focus of CA2 research has been on its role in social behaviors, due to its 
dense connections with social areas of the brain, such as the paraventricular nucleus (PVN) and 
lateral septum. However, it remains elusive how CA2 integrates information, not merely in the 
social domain, but generally, also manages such diverse roles to support rapid and accurate 
mnemonic processing.  

To tackle these questions, the presented projects will focus on two novel function roles of 
hippocampal CA2 during memory encoding and consolidation. During memory consolidation 
phase, I will postulate a functional role of CA2 in assembly reactivation during sharp-wave ripples, 
events crucial for memory consolidation. We applied chemogenetics to transiently silence CA2 
pyramidal cells in mice and observed that while SWRs still occur, the reactivation of CA1 
pyramidal cell ensembles within the events loses both temporal and informational precision. These 
observations suggest a novel functional role of CA2 activity in regulating the fidelity of 
experience-dependent hippocampal replay, even following purely spatial experiences. During 
memory encoding phase, I will propose a pivotal role of CA2 in organizing hippocampal network 
dynamics. During high-velocity locomotion in a novel environment, CA2 inhibition leads to a 
much slower emergence of place fields and poorer lap-by-lap stability in CA1. During non-SWRs 
pausing periods, inhibition of CA2 results in reduced excitability of CA1 pyramidal cells. A novel 
Convolutional Neural Network (SpikeDecoder) confirms our results on the population level, 
suggesting a functional role of CA2 in organizing and differentiating hippocampal network 
dynamics under distinct behavioral states. Overall, contrary to the conventional view of CA2 as 
solely a hub for social memory, the presented studies posit broad and novel roles for this region in 
hippocampal computation. 


